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What's a false spring?

 Springs where plants get frost damage

 Affect both natural and agricultural systems

 Reduction in reproduction and yield

 False spring of 2012 was estimated in 500$ millions only in the state of Michigan, USA 
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 How to springcast?

 One answer is spring index model:
 A numerical models based on near real-time 

weather data 
 daily temperature
 first leaf and bloom

 lilacs and honeysuckle

Day of year (DOY)
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Spring indices



  

Spring index model

 Leaf index

 Last freeze index: DOY with minimum temperature less than −0.6 ◦C  

 Damage index: The anomalous amount of day between first leaf and 

last freeze
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Big Daymet data

 Weather station interpolation
 Daily temperature
 1 x 1km resolution
 1980-2015
 About 1 TB (only for the US)
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What was the problem?

We couldn’t calculate (daily predictors of) leaf 
index because of lack of processing power of 

local machine.  
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 ~ 800 days on my laptop



  

Cloud computing solution

A cloud-based geospatial processing platform for 
executing large-scale data analysis.
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Google Earth Engine: Features 

 Public data catalog: vast amounts of publicly 
available data (you don’t need to store data)

 Processing power (computation engine)

 Interactive development platforms

 Save and share work routines

 Google Earth community (Google Groups)
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How to use it?
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Is there anything bad about Google 
Earth engine?

Yes, it produce a huge amount of good results to 
be downloaded!
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The average damage index 
anomalies (1980-2015)

  

  The areas with negative values are areas where first 
leaf tends to occur after the last freeze
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The trend of damage index from 
(1980-2015)

   Linear regression to model the trend in damage 
index
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The average false spring 
(1980-2015)

The average of binary false spring grids 
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Take home message

 The cloud-based approach to map false spring was 
computationally efficient.

 The risk of false spring exists throughout much of 

the US

 The need for future species-specific predictions to 

better understand potential effects on natural and 

agricultural systems 
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Thank you 
&

Your questions are welcome

h.mehdipoor@utwente.nl
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